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Abstract
A fully-edged alternative to Two-Stage Least-Squares (TSLS) inference is de-
veloped for general linear models with endogenous regressors. This alternative
approach does not require the adoption of external instrumental variables. It gen-
eralizes earlier results which basically assumed all variables in the model to be nor-
mally distributed and their observational units to be stochastically independent.
Now the chosen underlying framework corresponds completely to that of most
empirical cross-section or time-series studies using TSLS. This enables revealing
empirically relevant replication studies, also because the new technique allows test-
ing the earlier untestable exclusion restrictions adopted when applying TSLS. For
three illustrative case studies a new perspective on their empirical ndings results.
The new technique is computationally not very demanding. It involves scanning
least-squares-based results over all compatible values of the nuisance parameters
established by the correlations between regressors and disturbances.
1. Introduction
For rather specic models with endogenous regressors Kiviet (2019) develops an alter-
native approach that does not require the use of instrumental variables. Instead of
strict orthogonality assumptions on instrumental variables and disturbances, it requires
bounds on the possible nonorthogonality of regressors and disturbances. Then, as long
as the actual endogeneity respects the specied bounds, asymptotically valid instrument-
free inference on coe¢cients can be produced. In its derivations, however, it has been
assumed that the sample observations on all variables involved are: (i) i.i.d. (indepen-
dently and identically distributed), which excludes most time-series applications, and
(ii) either normally distributed or have at least no excess kurtosis. In this study we
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start-o¤ from the much more general framework usually adopted when TSLS (two-stage
least-squares) or IV (instrumental variables) are applied to either cross-section or time-
series data. In that context we derive the limiting distribution of a least-squares-based
consistent instrument-free estimator, which is however explicit in a nuisance parameter
characterizing any endogeneity. Also for possibly time-dependent and nonnormal data
this enables feasible and asymptotically valid and, as is demonstrated, in nite samples
remarkably accurate and e¢cient instrument-free inference in static or dynamic linear
regression models under mild regularity conditions similar to those justifying practition-
ers when applying TSLS.
Besides producing inference in its own right, these new techniques also allow a sen-
sitivity analysis of standard (and non-standard weak-instrument) IV or TSLS inference,
including a comprehensive check on the validity of instruments. This check is more strin-
gent than previously available, because in addition to validity of any over-identication
restrictions the just-identication restrictions can be veried too. In three replication
studies the new techniques are applied to the data used in earlier instrument-based pub-
lications. This reveals that some of the assumptions on which these studies have been
built seem doubtful. For all case studies examined a new perspective regarding their
empirical ndings results.
When regressors are endogenous they are correlated with the model errors, which may
lead to serious bias of least-squares estimators, irrespective of the size of the sample. In
such situations one usually reverts to applying method of moment estimators, which are
built on the assumed orthogonality of so-called instrumental variables and the model
errors. Such estimators may have two serious impediments, which are associated with
the proclaimed validity and relevance of the employed instrumental variables; see, for
instance, Bound, Jaeger and Baker (1995), Murray (2006, 2017), Kiviet and Niemczyk
(2012), Andrews, Marmer and Yu (2019), Andrews, Stock and Sun (2019) and many
of the further references in those studies. The validity or orthogonality of instruments
and errors can only very partially be vindicated on the basis of statistical evidence;
the major justication of instrument validity depends as a rule just on subject matter
specic rhetoric verbal persuasion. Whereas external instruments can only be valid if
they do not have a direct e¤ect on the dependent variable, so their exclusion from the
regression relationship should be true, at the same time in order to be relevant they
should have a relatively strong indirect e¤ect on the dependent variable through their
association with the endogenous regressors. If this association is weak then method of
moment estimators may be as seriously biased as least-squares estimators are, and they
will also be harmed by having an unattractive large dispersion and possibly a highly
nonnormal distribution.
For the alternative instrument-free inference methods validity and relevance of in-
struments are not an issue, self-evidently. Their primary impediment is actual credibility
regarding the chosen range of likely values of the degree of endogeneity of the individual
regressors. A narrow range may yield seemingly more e¢cient but also unmistakably
less credible inference; wide ranges will be more credible but will as a rule result in less
pronounced statistical conclusions, as our applications will illustrate. These applications
indicate that the new techniques provide a useful sensitivity analysis of instrument-based
ndings, revealing any vulnerability regarding presumptuous orthogonality conditions.
Always, however, they will also provide very attractive autonomous alternative infer-
ences, because, even for rather wide intervals for the endogeneity correlations, resulting
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instrument-free condence intervals are usually narrower. Especially narrower than those
constructed by weak-instrument robust methods, whereas their condence coe¢cients
are much more trustworthy than those of the standard instrument-based methods.
Identication of the parameters of single equations, or of the complete system to
which they belong, has usually been obtained by exploiting normalization and exclusion
restrictions or more general coe¢cient restrictions, see Koopmans, Rubin and Leipnik
(1950) and Fisher (1959). Achieving identication by exploiting restrictions on the co-
variances of the disturbances has been introduced by Fisher (1963) and extended by
Wegge (1965); more recently it has been specialized to exploiting heteroskedasticity
for identication, see Lewbel (2012). In the approach developed here identication of
a single structural equation is based on restricting yet other parameters, namely the
correlations between regressors and disturbances. At rst sight this may seem odd, be-
cause in current practice the actual sign and magnitude of these correlations are usually
disregarded, except for the case of them being zero or not. Simulations in Kiviet and
Niemczyk (2012) show, however, that these correlations are nuisance parameters which
may seriously distort the nite sample distribution of TSLS based estimators and test
statistics. Therefore, and because TSLS estimators are built on statistically unveriable
preconditions, statistical inference on the actual value of these endogeneity correlations
seems mostly highly unreliable. However, below we will indicate that in many practical
situations the theoretical arguments used to suggest a particular model specication
implicitly entail assumptions on the sign and likely magnitude of endogeneity correla-
tions. Moreover, our procedures do not require assumptions on the true values of these
correlations, but just to specify intervals which should enclose these true values.
In the next section we rst review three basic empirically relevant situations which
may give rise to endogeneity of regressors. For all three it is also shown that, in the
rather general context of relationships that can be parameterized linearly, endogenous
regressors can be decomposed into two mutually uncorrelated components, where only
one is proportional to the model error. These decompositions facilitate to make credible
assumptions on the likely sign and magnitude of any endogeneity of regressors. They are
also used in the derivation of the asymptotic validity of the alternative instrument-free
inference methods. Because these derivations are rather cumbersome for a model with
an arbitrary number of regressors, from which probably more than one is endogenous,
Section 3 rst considers the simple model with just one regressor for which all matrix
algebra can be avoided. This regressor may be endogenous, nonnormal, and also depen-
dent on its own past, as is often the case for regressors in time-series relationships. This
oversimplied model provides a helpful stepping stone towards the presentation of the
result in Section 4 for single linear multiple regression models with some endogenous
explanatories. The technical derivations of the results presented in Sections 3 and 4 can
be found in appendices. Section 5 provides some simulation evidence on the accuracy
of the proposed methods in nite samples. Those who are primarily interested in the
actual practical achievements of the new approach may immediately jump to Section
6 which contains three empirical replication studies, where standard and non-standard
instrumental variable based inferences are supplemented with instrument-free results.
The latter reveal frailties in and provide alternatives to the earlier ndings. Finally,
Section 7 concludes.
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2. Endogenous regressors in linear regression models
Especially when relationships are modeled under specication uncertainty or on basis
of so-called observational data (these do not stem from controlled experiments), as is
usually the case in social science and especially in economics and business, explana-
tory variables may be contemporaneously correlated with the model error (the random
disturbance term). Like the dependent or explained variable (regressand), which is
unavoidably contemporaneously correlated with the disturbances, such regressors are
labeled endogenous. There are three fundamental sources for endogeneity of regres-
sors, namely: (i) simultaneity, (ii) errors in explanatories, and (iii) wrongly omitted
explanatories. One may argue that a fourth possibility is joint occurrence of autoregres-
sive disturbances and lagged dependent variable regressors in a time-series regression.
However, such endogeneity could be resolved in principle by including in the regression
further lags of all regressors. So, in essence, this case is already covered by (iii).
In the context of linear regression models these three separate sources of endogeneity
of regressors are characterized by situations which in rather basic form can be represented
as indicated below. These expositions serve to demonstrate that endogenous regressors
can in theory always be decomposed into two contemporaneously uncorrelated additive
components, where one is endogenous and the other predetermined or exogenous. This
decomposition will prove to be helpful in the further derivations and also when it comes
to making an assessment of the likely sign and magnitude of regressor endogeneity. For
the sake of simplicity, we suppose for the moment that all variables have zero mean
and have nite and constant (co)variance over the sample observations. The latter are
indexed by i = 1; :::; n:
In case (i), simultaneity (or reciprocal causality) the equation of primary interest,
here assumed to have just one endogenous explanatory variable x
(1)
i next to an arbitrary
number of exogenous regressors in vector x
(2)
i ; is given by
yi = 1x
(1)
i + 
0
2x
(2)
i + ui; (2.1)
where ui is the random disturbance term. This equation is assumed to be part of a
larger system. Another relationship from this system may be given by, say,
x
(1)
i = 0yi + 
0
3x
(3)
i + vi; (2.2)
where vectors x
(2)
i and x
(3)
i may have some elements in common. The disturbances ui
and vi could be uncorrelated, but possibly vi =  ui + v

i with E(v

i j ui) = 0 and  6= 0:
Substituting (2.1) into (2.2) yields
x
(1)
i = (1  01)
 1(0
0
2x
(2)
i + 
0
3x
(3)
i + 0ui + vi): (2.3)
This shows that regressor x
(1)
i is endogenous in (2.1), because generally E(x
(1)
i ui) 6= 0:
Focussing on the simple case where x
(3)
i is exogenous with respect to ui too, one nds
E(x
(1)
i ui) = (1  01)
 1(0 +  )E(u
2
i ): This is zero only when  =  0: In cases where
it can be argued that 1  01 > 0 the sign of the endogeneity (correlation between x
(1)
1
and ui) is similar to that of 0 +  :
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In case (ii), errors in explanatories, the situation may be as follows. Let the true
data generating process (DGP) be represented by
yi = 1x

i + 
0
2x
(2)
i + "i; (2.4)
where none of the regressors is endogenous, because E(xi "i) = 0 and E(x
(2)
i "i) = 0:
However, estimating this equation is unfeasible, because scalar variable xi has only been
observed with (measurement) errors. We consider the very simple case where one has
observed the proxy x
(1)
i for x

i ; where
x
(1)
i = x

i + i; (2.5)
for which we assume E(i j x

i ) = 0 and E("i j i) = 0: Substitution yields the feasible
regression model
yi = 1x
(1)
i + 
0
2x
(2)
i + ui; (2.6)
with disturbance ui = "i   1i: Since E(x
(1)
i ui) =  1E(
2
i ) 6= 0 regressor x
(1)
i is
endogenous in (2.6), unless 1 = 0 or x
(1)
i  x

i for all i: Sign and magnitude of the
endogeneity are determined by corr(x
(1)
i ; ui) =  1 j=x(1) j :
In case (iii), wrongly omitted explanatories, it is assumed that the DGP is now given
by
yi = 
0
1x
(1)
i + 2x
(2)
i + "i; (2.7)
with E(x
(1)
i "i) = 0 and E(x
(2)
i "i) = 0; but that single regressor x
(2)
i is not available, or
has not been included in the regression for other reasons, so one uses the underspecied
model
yi = 
0
x
(1)
i + ui (2.8)
in an attempt to estimate vector 1: Let us assume, in line with all the other linearity
assumptions made here, that
E(x
(2)
i j x
(1)
i ) = 
0x
(1)
i : (2.9)
Hence,
x
(2)
i = 
0x
(1)
i + !i; (2.10)
with E(!i j x
(1)
i ) = 0; thus E(!i) = 0 and E(x
(1)
i !i) = E[E(x
(1)
i !i j x
(1)
i )] = 0: Substi-
tuting (2.10) into (2.7) yields
yi = (
0
1 + 2
0)x
(1)
i + 2!i + "i;
so in terms of (2.8) this suggests  = 1 + 2 with ui = 2!i + "i; where E(x
(1)
i ui) =
2E(x
(1)
i !i) + E(x
(1)
i "i) = 0: Hence, regressor x
(1)
i turns out to be not endogenous in
(2.8) for estimating 1 + 2:
However, forcing the interpretation  = 1 results in ui = 2
0x
(1)
i + 2!i + "i =
2x
(2)
i + "i; which leads to E[x
(1)
i (2x
(2)
i + "i)] = 2E(x
(1)
i )
2 6= 0; unless 2 = 0 (then
regressor x
(2)
i is not wrongly omitted but redundant) or  = 0 (implying orthogonality
of regressors x
(1)
i and x
(2)
i ). If 2 6= 0 (x
(2)
i is wrongly omitted) and  6= 0 (the elements
of x
(1)
i which correspond to nonzero elements of  are related to x
(2)
i ) then x
(2)
i is called
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a confounder. Sign and magnitude of the resulting endogeneity of elements of x
(2)
i are
determined by vector 2 jx(1)=uj :
In the majority of practical cases (see Young, 2019) investigators estimate models
with just one endogenous regressor. Even then the endogeneity may be due to a combina-
tion of the three basic situations sketched above, so that it may not be self-evident what
the sign and actual magnitude of the endogeneity may be. Things get certainly more
complex when more than one regressor is a¤ected by reciprocal causality or measure-
ment errors and certainly when more than one explanatory has been wrongly omitted,
especially when more than one of the included regressors are correlated with the omit-
ted ones. Nevertheless, as we will demonstrate in our illustrations, many applied studies
could benet tremendously by paying more attention to the likely values of the elements
of vector xu:
In all three cases that give rise to endogeneity of (elements of) regressor x
(1)
i in
the model with disturbance ui we nd that x
(1)
i can be decomposed into two additive
components, namely
x
(1)
i = i + ui; (2.11)
with E(ui j i) = 0: In case of simultaneity (2.3) implies i = (1   01)
 1(0
0
2x
(2)
i +
03x
(3)
i + vi) and  = (0 +  )=(1   01): Under errors in explanatories we nd from
E[(x
(1)
i   ui)ui] = 0 that  =  1(
2
=
2
u) and i = x
(1)
i + 1(
2
=
2
u)ui: And under
omitted variables we obtain in a similar way  = E[x
(1)
i (2
0x
(1)
i + 2!i + "i)]=E(u
2
i ) =
2E(x
(1)
i x
(1)0
i )=
2
u and i = x
(1)
i   ui:
The above suggests (and it can be formally proved) that in a single linear regression
model
yi = x
0
i + ui; (2.12)
with K possibly endogenous regressors collected in the K  1 vector xi, we will have
xi = i + ui; (2.13)
where i and  are both K  1 vectors now, with E(ui j i) = 0; hence E(iui) = 0 and
E(xiui) = 
2
u: Denoting E(x
2
ik) = 
2
k and k = E(xikui)=(ku); we nd
k = E(xikui)=
2
u = k jk=uj for k = 1; :::; K: (2.14)
The OLS (ordinary least-squares) estimator for ; given by ^OLS = (X
0X) 1X 0y;
where X = (x1; :::; xn)
0 is an n  K matrix and y = (y1; :::; yn)
0 an n  1 vector, has
(invoking the law of large numbers) probability limit given by
plim ^OLS =  + [plimn
 1X 0X] 1 plimn 1X 0u
=  + u
 1
xxxxu; (2.15)
where (xx)jk = jk = E(xijxik); 
2
k = kk; x = diag(j1j ; :::; jK j) and xu =
(1; :::; K)
0; giving  =  1u xxu: Hence, in general, each element of ^OLS is incon-
sistent (thus biased, irrespective of the size of the sample) if any element of xu (or of )
is nonzero. Such a nonzero element undermines the moment E(xiui) = 
2
u = uxxu
to establish a valid orthogonality condition.
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3. Instrument-free inference in a very simple model
The approach to and full proof of instrument-free and fairly robust inference in general
linear regression models with some possibly endogenous explanatory variables will be
introduced here rst for a simple relationship with just one zero-mean regressor, denoted
as
yi = xi + ui: (3.1)
Disturbance ui  (0; 
2
u) is assumed homoskedastic and serially uncorrelated, hence
E(uiut) = 0 for i 6= t = 1; :::; n: Earlier we focussed on i.i.d. cross-section samples,
see Kiviet (2013, 2016). Now we want to cover time-series regressions with forms of
dependence between the sample observations as well. Therefore we assume
E(xiut) = 0 for 1  i < t  n; (3.2)
but allow
E(xiut) 6= 0 for 1  t  i  n: (3.3)
Hence, although the regressor could be exogenous, namely when E(xiut) = 0 8i; t; or
predetermined when E(xiut) = 0 8i  t; it could also be endogenous. In fact, we will
assume that
E(ui j xi 1; :::; x1; ui 1; :::; u1) = 0 for i  2: (3.4)
Then ui is called an innovation with respect to its own past and that of xi; whereas
xi could depend on current and past ui and on past xi: So, the sample observations
are not necessarily independent. For the sake of simplicity, though, we will assume
them to be identically distributed. Note that assumption (3.4) easily matches with i.i.d.
cross-section applications, and also with time-series regressions when the endogeneity
stems from simultaneity or from errors in regressors, provided ui; "i and i are serially
uncorrelated indeed. However, in case of wrongly omitted time-series regressors the
assumption that ui = 2x
(2)
i + "i is serially uncorrelated would require that omitted
regressor x
(2)
i is serially uncorrelated too, which will not be the case in many empirical
time-series applications.
In line with Section 2 we assume that the scalar regressor xi can be decomposed as
xi = i + ui  (0; 
2
x); (3.5)
with x > 0;  nonrandom, and where i  (0; 
2
 ): Moreover, E(ui j i; :::; 1) = 0; so
component i is predetermined but could in fact be strictly exogenous.
The endogeneity of the regressor can be expressed by the constant correlation
xu = u=x: (3.6)
Because 2x = 
2
 + 
22u = 
2
 + 
2
xu
2
x we have 
2
 = (1  
2
xu)
2
x:
In this one-regressor model1
^OLS = (x
2
i )
 1xiyi =  + (x
2
i )
 1xiui; (3.7)
1All summations  that follow are over the range i = 1; :::; n:
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and (2.15) specializes into
^OLS =  + n
 1xiui=(n
 1x2i )!  + xuu=x: (3.8)
where ! indicates convergence in probability. Hence, ^OLS is inconsistent when the
degree of endogeneity xu is nonzero.
Assuming for the moment that xu were known, then a consistent estimator of 
could be obtained, if we can nd consistent estimators for u and x as well. Since
^2x = n
 1x2i ! 
2
x (3.9)
we have ^x ! x: From u^i = yi   xi^OLS = ui   xi(^OLS   ) = ui   xixiui=x
2
i ; we
nd u^2i = u
2
i   (xiui)
2=x2i , thus
n 1u^2i = n
 1u2i   (n
 1xiui)
2=n 1x2i ! 
2
u   
2
xu
2
u = 
2
u(1  
2
xu);
so
^2u(xu) = (1  
2
xu)
 1n 1u^2i ! 
2
u; (3.10)
giving ^u(xu)! u: From these we obtain what we called in previous studies the kinky
least-squares (KLS) estimator
^KLS(xu) = ^OLS   xu^u(xu)=^x ! ; (3.11)
which is consistent, although unfeasible, unless xu is really known.
If we obtain the limiting distribution of ^KLS(xu) as a function of xu, then we can
construct for any hypothesis on scalar  its studentized statistic. Next, scanning the
p-value of this statistic by taking for xu a dense grid of real values r in the interval
[rL; rU ] such that  1 < rL  r  rU < 1, we can produce inference on  which is robust
to endogeneity, provided
rL  xu  r
U (3.12)
indeed.
In Appendix A we derive that the distribution of ^KLS(xu); in case E(u
4
i ) = u
4
u
and E(x4i ) = x
4
x; can be approximated by a normal distribution centered at  with a
variance that can be estimated consistently by
dV ar[^KLS(xu)] = (xu; u; x) ^2u(xu)
x2i
; (3.13)
with (xu; u; x) =
4 + (u + x   14)
2
xu   2(u   5)
4
xu
4(1  2xu)
2
:
Note that this expression is invariant regarding the sign of xu: Skewness of the series
xi and ui does not have an e¤ect, and neither do their fth and higher-order moments.
When x = u = 3 (and thus also under normality) we nd that (xu; 3; 3) = 1; givingdV ar[^KLS(xu)] = ^2u(xu)=x2i : When xu = 0 the KLS estimator specializes to ^OLS;
which has limiting distribution N (0; 2u=
2
x); irrespective of the third and higher-order
moments of the data. Since we should nd dV ar[^KLS(0)] = dV ar(^OLS); it makes sense
to replace in (3.13) ^2u(xu) by the asymptotically equivalent though degrees of freedom
corrected expression
s2u(xu) =
1
(1  2xu)
(yi   x
0
i^OLS)
2
n K
: (3.14)
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Variance formula (3.13) makes clear that for pretty small absolute values of xu the
variance is not very much a¤ected by how much u and x di¤er from 3 (called their
excess kurtosis).2 For both x and u smaller than 10 and jxuj  0:3 factor (xu; u; x)
is smaller than 1:35; and for jxuj  0:5 it does not exceed 2.5, giving a multiplicative
boost to the KLS standard error under zero excess kurtosis of 1.16 and 1.58 respectively.
To test hypotheses about ; in addition to bounds (3.12), we should either know u
and x (which seems unlikely) or use the consistent estimators
^u(xu) = n
 1[yi   xi^KLS(xu)]
4=^4u(xu);
^x = n
 1x4i =^
4
x;
9=
; (3.15)
although these may require pretty large samples in order to be reasonably accurate.
When estimating model (3.1) by IV the strongest possible valid though unfeasible
instrument would obviously be variable i: Its strength is given by Corr(i; xi) = =x =
(1   2xu)
1=2: Hence, the more serious the endogeneity is, the weaker even the strongest
possible instrument will be. And on the other hand: when a valid instrument is really
very strong, this implies that the endogeneity cannot be very substantial at the same
time. The variance of the limiting distribution of ^IV () = (iyi)=(ixi) is 
2
u=
2
 =
(1   2xu)
 12u=
2
x; whereas for KLS this is the much more attractive 
2
u=
2
x; provided
u = x = 3: It can easily be derived that in the simple one-regressor model, only
for substantial excess kurtosis and limited endogeneity, unfeasible but most e¢cient
IV can be more e¢cient than unfeasible KLS, namely when u +  > 10 and 
2
xu <
1  4=(u +    6) < 1:
4. Instrument-free inference for more general linear models
In this section we present the major result on which instrument-free inference in linear
(dynamic) regressions can be based. Its proof can be found in Appendix C, which
uses some basic underlying derivations collected in Appendix B. The notation used and
the assumptions made regarding the distribution of vector (x0i; ui)
0 for general linear
regression model (2.12) are as follows.
KLS Assumptions:
(a) First and second moments: The vectors f(x0i; ui)
0; i = 1; :::; ng are identically (but not
necessarily independently) distributed with zero mean and the second moments E(xix
0
i) =
xx; E(u
2
i ) = 
2
u and E(xiui) = xu are all nite. Scalar jk denotes the typical element
of xx and j = abs(
1=2
jj ) for j; k = 1; :::; K with x = diag(1; :::; K); hence xu has
typical element jju; where j is the typical element of vector xu = 
 1
x xu=u;
(b) Fourth moments: E(u4i ) = u
4
u and E(x
4
ik) = x
4
k for k = 1; :::; K; where u and
x are both nite and not smaller than unity;
(c) Time dependence: As E(uiut) = 0 and E(xiut) = 0 for t > i = 1; :::; n and arbitrary
otherwise, the disturbances are serially uncorrelated and individual regressors may be
either exogenous, predetermined or endogenous.
2Some benchmarks: A Student distribution with 5 degrees of freedom has kurtosis 9, a 2 distribution
with 3 degrees of freedom has kurtosis 7, and the uniform distribution has kurtosis 1.8.
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That all regressors have zero mean is helpful in the proof. As argued in Theorem 2 of
Kiviet (2019) the ndings will also apply to models with nonzero mean regressors that
include an intercept. Also the assumption that all K regressors have the same kurtosis
parameter x is convenient in the proof. Its consequences, which will be shown to be
minor, will be discussed later.
Further notation:
The sample equivalents of xx; 
2
x and x are given by Sxx = n
 1ni=1xix
0
i; by S
2
x (the
matrix just containing the main diagonal of Sxx), and by the positive denite diagonal
matrix Sx (for which SxSx = S
2
x) respectively. By R we denote the diagonal K  K
matrix with the elements of xu on its main diagonal.
All results to follow are in terms of the unknown parameter xu; and some are also in
terms of the unknown parameters u and x: Vector xu can only be estimated consis-
tently if at least K valid and reasonably strong instrumental variables are available, and
additionally the sample has to be pretty large for such a consistent estimator of xu to
be reasonably accurate. The mere fact that instrument validity remains always doubtful
from a statistical point of view forms the major motivation for developing the present
instrument-free approach. This will be based on producing inference which is robust
regarding regressor endogeneity (and also regarding u and x) provided the true xu
vector belongs to a particular chosen set. Choosing the latter set is a matter of exploiting
expert knowledge on the subject matter, like it is when adopting instrumental variables.
The major di¤erence is, however, that the corresponding set associated with the validity
of instruments has measure zero, whereas the set regarding xu can be chosen as wide
or narrow as one nds credible.
The limiting distribution in the following theorem establishes our major result.
KLS Theorem:
Under the above KLS Assumptions estimator ^KLS(xu) = ^OLS   ^u(xu)S
 1
xx Sxxu;
where ^2u(xu) = ^
2
u;OLS=(1  
0
xuSxS
 1
xx Sxxu) and ^
2
u;OLS = n
 1ni=1(yi   x
0
i^OLS)
2; has
limiting distribution
n1=2[^KLS(xu)  ]
d
! N [0; 2uV (xu; u; x)];
where V (xu; u; x) = 
 1
xx
 1
xx ; with
 = xx   (xxR
2 +R2xx) + 
 1(  xxR
2 1xx  
 1
xxR
2xx)
  0:25(u   1)
 1[R2 + R2 +  1(1  20xuRx
 1
xxxRxu)]
+ 0:25(x   1)(I + 
 1 1xx )
 1
x R(xx  xx)R
 1
x (I + 
 1 1xx);
which uses  = 1  0xux
 1
xxxxu > 0 and  = xxu
0
xux:
This theorem for dependent data specializes for u = x = 3 to Theorem 1 of Kiviet
(2019), which (apparently superuously) supposed in its proof i.i.d. data. From
plim ^2u;OLS = plimn
 1u0[I  X(X 0X) 1X 0]u = 2u(1  
0
xux
 1
xxxxu)
it follows that  > 0 and 0xux
 1
xxxxu < 1: Hence, the values of the non-zero elements
of xu are conned to an ellipsoid included in a unit sphere. Note, though, that ^KLS(xu)
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only exists for xu vectors obeying 
0
xuSxS
 1
xx Sxxu < 1: For K = 1 this simply implies
choosing scalar 2xu < 1: However, for K > 1 values close to 1 for the absolute value of
elements of vector xu may be unfeasible.
In case there is just one endogenous regressor x1 in the rst column of the regressor
matrix X = (x1; X2), with the rst element of xu equal to 1; then it follows from the
theorem that its KLS estimate is simply given by
^1;KLS(1) = ^1;OLS   1^u;OLS(1  
2
1e
0
1SxS
 1
xx Sxe1)
 1=2e01S
 1
xx e1(n
 1x2i1)
1=2
= ^1;OLS   1[f1=(1  f1
2
1)]
1=2n1=2SE(^1;OLS): (4.1)
Here SE(^1;OLS) = ^u;OLS[e
0
1(X
0X) 1e1]
1=2 is the usual (but when 1 6= 0 naive) estimate
for the standard deviation of ^1;OLS: Factor
f1 = e
0
1(X
0X) 1e1x
2
i1  1 (4.2)
is also known (when 1 = 0) as the variance ination factor: the ratio of V ar(^1;OLS)
and its hypothetical value if all regressors X2 happened to be orthogonal to x1: In
deviation from the K = 1 case, scalar estimator ^1;KLS(1) is now only dened for
21 < 1=f1  1:
An asymptotically valid estimator of the variance of (4.1), derived in Appendix D, is
dV ar[^1;KLS(1)] = s2u(1)4  821 + (u + x   6)21f1   2(u   5)41f 214(1  21f1)2
f1
ix2i1
: (4.3)
This variance increases with x: And because 
2
1f1   2
4
1f
2
1 = 
2
1f1(1   2
2
1f1) we note
that it increases with u only if 
2
1 < 0:5=f1 and decreases when 
2
1 > 0:5=f1: For the case
with an arbitrary number of endogenous regressors the variance of the KLS coe¢cient
estimator can be estimated (asymptotically conservative) by
dV ar[^KLS(xu)] = ns2u(xu)S 1xx ^S 1xx ; (4.4)
where ^ is obtained by replacing in the expression for  given in the theorem xx and
x by Sxx and Sx respectively, and u and x by
^u(xu) = n
 1[yi   x
0
i^KLS(xu)]
4=^4u(xu);
^x = max
j=1;:::;K
n 1x4ij=^
4
xj
:
9>=
>; (4.5)
The Schur Theorem on Hadamard products implies that the contribution to  of the
term involving x is positive-semidenite. Hence, by taking for x the maximum of the
K individual kurtosis estimates we avoid asymptotically underestimating the variance.
In the next sections we will nd out that the actual contributions to the KLS variance of
the two terms involving kurtosis are in fact fairly insignicant. That we use the degrees
of freedom corrected s2u(xu) in
dV ar[^KLS(xu)] and the uncorrected ^u;OLS in ^KLS(xu)
is deliberate, because in simulations these choices proved to be preferable in (very) small
samples.
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So, for any chosen numerical K  1 vector r; such that r0SxS
 1
xx Sxr < 1; estimator
^KLS(r) is a consistent estimator of ; provided r = xu indeed, and its variance can be
adequately estimated too. Thus, contingent on using the true value for xu, restrictions
on  can be tested and condence regions constructed by consistent methods which
can control signicance levels asymptotically (and, as Section 5 will demonstrate, also
surprisingly accurate in nite samples). By calculating pT (r); the p-value of a particular
test statistic T; calculated assuming xu = r; over a dense grid of r values in some
region C (this region has dimension equal to the number of potentially endogenous
regressors in the relationship), instrument-free inference can be produced. Assuming
xu 2 C; this inference is (asymptotically) conservative (meaning cautious by securing
that asymptotically type I error probabilities will never exceed some critical threshold
pcrit) by rejecting the hypothesis if 8r 2 C one nds p(r) < pcrit; and not rejecting the
hypothesis if p(r) > pcrit for 8r 2 C; otherwise, when some p(r) values exceed and some
(for di¤erent r values in C) do not exceed pcrit; the test is inconclusive over C. Note that
it is also possible to construct a range of regions, say Ch (for h = 1; 2; :::); such that the
test is always conclusive over each separate subregion.
An intriguing feature of tests based on KLS estimates is that they allow to test
validity of instruments by directly testing exclusion restrictions. Since KLS estimates
are identied by some non-orthogonality conditions and not just by classic orthogonality
conditions as in TSLS, each classic identifying restriction associated with an external
instrument (not just the over-identifying ones!) can be tested, either on its own or in
groups. Let yi = 
0
1xi1 + 
0
2xi2 + ui; where x2u = 0; with the variables in K1  1 vector
xi1 possibly endogenous. For method of moments estimation at least K1 external but
valid instruments are required. Let K3 1 vector xi3 contain K3  1 candidate external
instruments. Augmenting the model and estimating yi = 
0
1xi1 + 
0
2xi2 + 
0
3xi3 + u

i ; by
KLS over a credible subspace of likely values for x1u; and then testing the exclusion
restrictions 3 = 0 on basis of ^3;KLS(r) may endorse or refute the acceptability of
variables xi3 as valid external instruments.
In the applications of the KLS instrument validity test to follow, a peculiar and
confusing phenomenon emerges. We nd that, in particular when K1 = K3 = 1; the
p-value of the exclusion restriction test is 1, or very close to 1, for r close to ^1 =
n 1x01u^TSLS=(^1^u;TSLS); the TSLS-based estimator of endogeneity correlation 1: At
rst sight this seems to suggest that instrument x3 is valid especially for  values close
to the value suggested by the  estimate based on assuming validity of the very same
instrument. However, in Appendix E we demonstrate that this is a fallacy. We show
that when x3 is a valid instrument then estimator ^3;KLS(1); evaluated at the true
value 1; tends to zero, as it should. Unfortunately, when x3 is an invalid instrument,
then estimator ^3;KLS(^1); evaluated at inconsistent estimator ^1; tends to zero too.
Hence, the test lacks power for values r which are deceivingly instigated by endogeneity
estimates obtained by an invalid instrument. Therefore, we better just use the test to
indicate values for 1 for which the tested external instruments seem invalid, due to low
p-values, rather than claiming validity of the instruments in an area around ^1; for which
p-values are not small.
Often primary interest is in estimating (or testing a linear restriction on) just a subset
of theK coe¢cients : Suppose that we can decompose the regressors and corresponding
coe¢cients such that X = (X1; X2) and 
0
1 = (
0
1; 
0
2) and that all endogenous regressors
belong to nK1 matrix X1 and possibly some predetermined regressors as well, but all
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regressors X2 have zeroes in their corresponding elements of vector xu: It is well known
from partitioned regression that vector ^1;OLS = H^OLS; whereH = (IK1 ; O); can also be
obtained by regressingM2y = y
 onM2X1 = X

1 ; whereM2 = I X2(X
0
2X2)
 1X 02: Since
the sum of squared residuals of the regressions of y on X and of y on X1 are equivalent,
also ^2u;OLS = ^
2
u;OLS; where u
 = M2u: This is in agreement with plimn
 1u0u =
plimn 1u0M2u = plimn
 1u0u from which it follows that 2u = 
2
u: From
plimn 1X01 u
 = plimn 1X 01[I  X2(X
0
2X2)
 1X 02]u = plimn
 1X01 u = plimn
 1X 01u
we obtain Sx1x1u = Sx1x1u = Sx1x1u: Therefore, using a well-know result for the
inverse of a partitioned symmetric matrix, HS 1xx Sxxu = S
 1
x1x

1
Sx1x1u = S
 1
x1x

1
Sx1x1u ;
and also 0xuSxS
 1
xx Sxxu = 
0
x1u
Sx1S
 1
x1x

1
Sx1x1u ; thus ^u(xu) = ^u(x1u): From this
we nd
^1;KLS(xu) = H^KLS(xu) = ^1;OLS   ^u(xu)HS
 1
xx Sxxu
= ^1;OLS   ^u(x1u)S
 1
x1x

1
Sx1x1u = ^1;KLS(x1u): (4.6)
Hence, when the focus is just on 1; the KLS Theorem can also be applied to the
regression of y on X1 ; under the understanding that for full correspondence of the KLS
coe¢cient estimates vector x1u has to be replaced then by x1u = S
 1
x1
Sx1x1u: Note
that each individual elements of x1u cannot be smaller than the corresponding element
of x1u; because X
0
1X1  X
0
1 X

1 = X
0
1X2(X
0
2X2)
 1X 02X1 is positive-semidenite.
Result (4.6) can be useful to deal slightly more satisfactorily with kurtosis of the re-
gressors. Partialling out as many predetermined regressors (including dummy variables)
as possible then requires to make an assessment only of the maximum of the kurtosis of
theK1 variables inX

1 : In the model with just one endogenous regressor, after partialling
out all predetermined regressors, inference on the coe¢cient of the endogenous regressor
can directly be obtained on the basis of the kurtotis of the single variable M2x1: Then
taking the maximum of all K kurtosis estimates has been avoided, and the "conserva-
tiveness" problem circumvented. Note that partialling out endogenous regressors would
lead to complications because then x1u 6= x1u: The KLS Theorem supposes that the
intercept has been partialled out already.
5. The accuracy of KLS estimates assessed by simulation
By executing controlled experiments we want to assess whether the actual distribution
of KLS is well approximated by the limiting distribution that we obtained, and whether
it behaves favorably in comparison to IV/TSLS estimates. Only when this is the case it
seems worthwhile to further examine whether KLS based test procedures have reasonable
probability to reject true and false hypotheses on coe¢cient values. For such simulation
analyses we rst have to design simple but representative families of DGPs.
In the next subsection we focus on the accuracy of the asymptotic approximation for
the very simple model of Section 3, for the special case where it represents i.i.d. data from
a cross-section, but where the regressor and disturbances are not necessarily normally
distributed. In the second subsection we examine the actual and asymptotic distribution
of the KLS estimator in a dynamic time-series model with additional regressors as in
Section 4, and compare these also with OLS and TSLS, but now all the time sticking to
cases where the variables are normal.
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5.1. Results for a simple nonnormal cross-section model
We examine the KLS density for simple model (3.1) when the data are i.i.d., choosing
a few di¤erent values for u;  and xu at a specic nite sample size n. To make all
the densities to be obtained comparable we will choose u=x = 1; by taking u = 1 and
2x = 1; which requires 
2
 = 
2
x   
22u = 1   
2
xu: We will focus on the density for the
estimation error ^KLS   ; which is invariant regarding the actual value of ; which we
will therefore choose to be zero in the DGP. Next to kurtosis, we also want to examine
the e¤ects of skewness of the distributions of ui and i: This is achieved by obtaining
drawings ui and i not only from the standard normal distribution N (0; 1), but also
from transformed Student(v) and transformed 2(v) distributions, where v indicates
degrees of freedom. When i is Student(v) with v > 4 then standardized drawings
i=[v=(v   2)]
1=2; to be indicated by St(v); have zero mean, unit variance and kurtosis
3 + 6=(v   4): Next to this symmetric distribution we will also consider a skew one.
When  i is 
2(v) distributed then standardized drawings ( i   v)=(2v)
1=2; indicated by
Chi(v); have zero mean, unit variance and kurtosis 3 + 12=v; whereas its skewness is
(8=v)1=2: Next to situations where u = 3 and  = 3 we will consider situations where
u = 9 and/or  = 9 by using drawings from St
(5) or Chi(2): The latter has skewness
2.
In Figure 5.1 we examine and compare (cumulative) densities for n = 100 at xu = 0:2
(left-hand panels) and xu = 0:4 (right-hand panels). All simulated densities (top-row
panels) are obtained from 106 drawings from the relevant KLS distribution, whereas
their asymptotic approximations (mid-row panels) directly represent the density of the
N (0; n 1=2[1 + 2xu(u +    6)=4]) distributions, see (A.9). The bottom-row panels
represent the discrepancies between the cumulative distributions of the simulated dis-
tributions and their asymptotic approximations. We note that when both ui and i are
normal (black uninterrupted line) the asymptotic approximation is rather accurate for
both xu values, as had been established already in Kiviet (2013, 2019) just by compar-
ing tail probabilities. From the present results we also see that when u+ increases up
to 18, the accuracy of the asymptotic approximation to represent the actual distribution
in nite sample gets slightly worse, and nonsymmetry leads to some further reduction of
the accuracy of the asymptotic approximation when n = 100: However, the discrepancies
occur especially close to the central parts of the distribution, and less in the tail areas.
From further calculations (not depicted) for these cases we found that at n = 500 the
symmetric asymptotic approximation is much more satisfactory.
5.2. Results for a simple time-series model under normality
Now we shall examine KLS for a simple stable synthetic dynamic regression relationship
in stationary zero-mean variables, given by
yi = 1xi + 2yi 1 + ui; for i = 1; :::; n; (5.1)
where j2j < 1 and
ui  i:i:d:(0; 
2
u); "i  i:i:d:[0; (1  
2)2 ];
xi = i + 1ui; i = i 1 + "i with jj < 1:
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Hence i is an AR(1) process with E(ii l) = 
jlj2 : If  6= 0 the xi series will be serially
correlated too, whereas xi is endogenous as well, provided 1 6= 0: All xi have variance
2x = 
2
 + 
2
1
2
u:
The yi series will have zero-mean too with variance
2y = 
2
1
2
x + 
2
2
2
y + 
2
u + 212E(xiyi 1) + 21E(xiui):
Figure 5.1 KLS distribution for model (3.1) and (non)normal i.i.d. series ui and i
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Since
E(xiyi 1) = E[(i 1 + "i + 1ui)yi 1] = E(iyi);
whereas yi consists of many terms from which just 1
1
l=0
l
2i l is correlated with i; we
obtain
E(xiyi 1) = 1
1
l=0
l
2E(ii l) = 1
2
=(1  2):
Now, using 1 = 1x=u; 
2
x = 
2
 + 
2
1
2
x and 
2
x = 
2
=(1  
2
1); we nd
(1  22)
2
y = 
2
1
2
x + 
2
u + 2
2
12
2
=(1  2) + 211
2
u (5.2)
= 2
2
1 [1=(1  
2
1) + 22=(1  2)] + 211u=(1  
2
1)
1=2 + 2u:
We shall use the above relationships to choose parameter values for the DGP which
seem empirically relevant. Without loss of generality we may choose 2u = 1: We are
especially interested in moderately nonnegative values of 2: By choosing 1 = 1 2 the
long-run multiplier of y with respect to x will be kept constant at value unity, irrespective
of the speed of the dynamic adjustment process determined by 2. For  we may choose
a value like 0.8, so that xi mimics a smooth time-series, and for 1 values in the interval
[ 0:5;+0:5] seem most relevant. Given numerical values for u; 1; 2;  and 1 we can
generate data for model (5.1) as soon as we have also chosen a relevant value for : For
this we use the fact that relationships like (5.1) usually have a rather high coe¢cient of
determination (low noise/signal ratio). Therefore, we will impose
1  2u=
2
y = R
; (5.3)
with R equal to, say, 0.9. Substituting all chosen characteristics in (5.3) and (5.2) yields
a polynomial equation in  of second order from which we can obtain real positive
solutions for , provided we have chosen compatible values for the other parameters.
Dening scalars a; b and c such that (5.2) can be rewritten as 2y = a
2
 + b + c; then
(5.3) yields
a2 + b + c  
2
u
a2 + b + c
= R:
Next, from the polynomial equation
a(1 R)2 + b(1 R
) + c(1 R
)  1 = 0
we will consider its positive solutions
 = f b(1 R
) [b2(1 R)2   4a(1 R)(c(1 R)  1)]1=2g=[2a(1 R)]:
Then, series fxi; yig can be drawn on the basis of generated series f"i; uig; for which we
may choose alternative values for skewness and kurtosis.
That consistent estimates of dynamic models like (5.1) may show substantial bias
in samples of nite size has aroused a rather massive literature. The magnitude of this
bias has been assessed under normality, both by simulation and by analytical methods
(higher-order asymptotic approximations), both for models in which xi is exogenous
and OLS has been examined, see Kiviet and Phillips (2012) and its references, and
for models in which xi is endogenous and TSLS has been examined, see Phillips and
Liu-Evans (2016) and its references. Here our primary aim is simply to investigate the
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nite sample density of KLS estimators as obtained from simulation experiments, and
compare these with competitors.
Figure 5.2.1 Simulated densities for n = 50;  = 0:8; R = 0:9; " = 3; u = 3
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In Figure 5.2.1 we present densities for the OLS, TSLS and KLS estimators of 1
(left-hand panels) and 2 = 1   1 (right-hand panels) for 1 = 0:6 and xu = 0:3
(top-row panels) and for 1 = 0:8 and xu = 0:1 (bottom-row panels), whereas  = 0:8;
R = 0:9; " = 3; u = 3 (in fact "i and ui were drawn from the normal distribution) and
n = 50: By choosing 1+ 2 = 1 (not imposed when estimating) the long-run multiplier
of x with respect to y is unity. All these density estimates are based on 106 simulation
replications. By skipping n initial observations we made sure that the generated series
are stationary indeed. The TSLS estimator is actually a simple IV estimator, where
xi 1 and yi 1 have been used as instruments, so the degree of overidentication is zero,
implying that formally the estimator has no nite moments thus its distribution may be
fat tailed.
We note that the inconsistent OLS estimator is rather severely biased, especially 1;
even for the relatively small value 1 = 0:3: The consistent TSLS estimator is better
centered around the true value, but it has substantially larger dispersion and it is also
slightly skew for 1: The KLS estimator clearly outperforms both alternatives, showing
no substantial bias nor skewness, and visibly having the smallest mean squared error.
Even for minor simultaneity (1 = 0:1) and much slower dynamic adjustment (2 =
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0:2) the same patterns show up. We also examined larger samples where n = 250
(not depicted). Then all densities are more peaked, but still show the same distinctive
properties.
Of course, one should keep in mind that the KLS estimator as presented is unfeasible,
because it uses, next to E(yi 1ui) = 0; the true value of 1 which is unknown in prac-
tice. Likewise, however, the TSLS estimator is unfeasible, because it exploits the two
moment conditions E(yi 1ui) = E(xi 1ui) = 0; which in practice cannot be vindicated
statistically either. In Figure 5.2.2 we depict for both parameterizations examined in
Figure 5.2.1 the strength of instrument xi 1 by presenting the density of its two-sided
signicance test in the rst-stage regression. We note that in a nonnegligable number of
replications this instrument turned out to be weak, but on average the relevant F test
statistic has been well above 10 in both cases.
Figure 5.2.2 Simulated densities of F test; n = 50;  = 0:8; R = 0:9; " = 3; u = 3
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In cases where validity of these moment conditions seems beyond dispute, one might
(keeping the result proved in Appendix E in mind) attempt to exploit the KLS properties
by substituting for the unknown 1 the estimated correlation ^1 between the TSLS
residuals and the endogenous regressor. From simulations for n = 50 we found that the
distribution of such an estimator ^, although consistent and reasonably well centered
around its true value, is very imprecise.
Figure 5.2.3 Simulated densities of ^xu; n = 250;  = 0:8; R
 = 0:9; " = 3; u = 3
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In Figure 5.2.3 we present its simulated density for both parameterizations examined
in the Figure 5.2.1, but we took n = 250 now. From this it seems clear that TSLS
estimates of the degree of endogeneity are not very trustworthy (although we found the
reasonable values 0.294 and 0.091 for their estimated expectation respectively), due to
their wide dispersion, let alone because of their always questionable consistency.
The few graphs in this section just provide a very supercial impression on the
general properties of KLS. Choosing di¤erent parameter values may alter the relative
performance, especially if they imply the use of weaker/stronger instruments. For the
construction of one-sided test statistics, which in both directions have acceptable size
control, it is required that the KLS distribution is almost symmetric and well centered
around its true value and that the actual variance of the KLS estimator is reasonably
well approximated by its asymptotic expression. Verication of that is deferred to future
work.
6. Three empirical illustrative replication studies
Below we will illustrate how the techniques discussed here can be used in practice and
can place earlier obtained results using instrumental variables into a new revealing per-
spective, either positively or negatively. The rst is an international-macro application
in which we re-analyze a country cross-section data set from which the causal e¤ect of
international trade on income per capita has been assessed. In this illustration we focus
in particular on the e¤ect of nonzero excess kurtosis. In the second example we re-
analyze a cross-sectional data set on Vietnamese individuals examining the causal e¤ect
of personal income on risk aversion. Here we consider a specication with one and also
one with two endogenous regressors and compare KLS ndings with weak-instrument
inference. In the third illustration we re-analyze a time-series data set and pay extra
attention to the fact that this study demonstrates that our formulas also apply to data
that are temporally dependent and to dynamic models.
6.1. E¤ect of trade on growth
In a much referenced study (over 6000 citations according to Google) by Frankel and
Romer (1999), below referred to as F&R, data for the year 1985 on 150 countries have
been analyzed from which it has been concluded (F&R, Table 3, column 2) that a
1 percent-point raise of the trade share T (dened as the sum of exports and imports
divided by GDP) leads to an increase of about 2% in income per person Y (the coe¢cient
estimate in a regression of lnY on T is 1.97 with standard error 0.99). This is the result
of a linear IV analysis where trade share is the one and only endogenous regressor
supplemented by an intercept and two exogenous covariates, namely log of population
lnN and of area lnA. The study uses one instrument, called the constructed trade
share T^ , which has been obtained by regressing trade share on a series of geographic
characteristics. So, actually TSLS has been employed. However, by not providing the
original set of instruments used in the rst stage, neither the Sargan test can be re-
established from the provided second stage data in F&Rs Table A1, nor the Anderson-
Rubin condence set on the coe¢cient of the endogenous regressor can be obtained.
The constructed single instrument T^ is not weak, but not very strong either, because
the relevant rst-stage F test statistic of T^ (in a regression of T on an intercept, lnA; lnN
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and T^ ) is 13.1, which may explain the relatively large standard error and consequently
large condence interval (0.03, 3.91) for the parameter of major interest. This interval
has nominal condence coe¢cient 95% but may in fact be highly unreliable. The OLS
estimate of the coe¢cient of interest is only 0.85 with much smaller standard error 0.25.
Of course, both coe¢cient estimates may be severely biased. However, by a Hausman
test F&R establish that endogeneity of trade share is not signicant (its t-value is 1.2),
and therefore the substantial di¤erence between the IV and OLS coe¢cient estimates
is actually not a signicant di¤erence. In the end F&R conclude that the IV coe¢cient
estimate being more than twice the size of the OLS estimate is simply due to random
variation, also because they argue at length that they in fact expect that the IV estimate
should be smaller than the OLS estimate, simply due to 1 > 0:
Our procedures can put some extra statistical evidence on the table. Making assump-
tions on the value of 1 we can verify whether the constructed trade share seems a valid
instrument indeed, by testing whether it has been validly omitted from the specied
relationship. This may either reinforce or oust our trust in the TSLS ndings. Espe-
cially in the latter case our direct instrument-free inference on the parameter of interest,
which is not infested with weak or invalid instrument problems, may be of more use
here. From the IV results we obtain an estimate for the degree of endogeneity of -0.25,
which we know may be very imprecise (as Section 5 indicated), or even inconsistent, if
the instrument is invalid, possibly due to a poorly specied structural equation. So, in
line with F&Rs belief, we better also examine what the consequences would be of more
credible values 1 > 0:
Figure 6.1 KLS inference regarding the e¤ect of trade on growth
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From Figure 6.1 we see from its left-hand panel that if 1 > 0 it does not seem likely
that the instrument is valid, due to low p-values of the exclusion restriction test. We
also note the high p-value around values for 1 close to its IV estimate. This is the phe-
nomenon proved in Appendix E: Accepting an instrument as valid, yields estimates for
the endogeneity correlation which approve the exclusion restriction. Note the circularity
here; this does not provide evidence that 1 is negative and neither that T^ is a valid
instrument.
From the right-hand panel of Figure 6.1 we see that for any value of 1 >  0:25 KLS
yields (much) lower values for the estimated e¤ect of trade-share than IV produces,
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and also yields much narrower condence intervals. Assuming  0:14  1  0:05 we
conclude with a probability exceeding 95% that the e¤ect of trade share is in between 0
and 2, assuming that the model is adequately specied. Under the same proviso, KLS
suggests that if 1 > 0:08 then the coe¢cient of ln(T ) is smaller than 1.
Table 6.1 Skewness and kurtosis of some F&R variables
lnY T lnN lnA T^ IV-resid.
skewness -0.19 1.64 -0.66 -0.11 5.14 -0.25
kurtosis 2.00 7.90 3.15 2.99 43.36 2.56
Table 6.1 presents estimates of skewness and kurtosis of the relevant variables. Note
the extremely large kurtosis of the external instrument T^ : The maximized value of x
used in the variance estimation for the KLS exclusion restriction test has been 43.36
and 7.9 for the construction of the KLS condence set. We have also constructed the
graphs of Figure 6.1 after partialling out the variables lnN and lnA; and also after
taking x = 3; but this has hardly a visible e¤ect, so we do not present these here.
From the above we conclude that it seems that the employed structural equation has
been rather poorly specied. Therefore it seems most likely that also the regressors lnN
and lnA are correlated with the disturbance term. Rather than taking that into account
with our methods, we think that attempts should be undertaken rst to formulate a
better explanatory model of income in terms of trade share and further controls not
available in the present data set.
6.2. Risk preferences in Vietnam
Tanaka, Camerer and Nguyen (2010) analyze cross-section data obtained by combining
living standard survey data on individuals collected in 2002 with additional experiment-
based direct measurements on risk and time preferences of the very same individuals
living in nine particular communities. In their Section II the authors (below indicated
as TCN) estimate relationships for two di¤erent dimensions of risk aversion. Below
we will just focus on the results for the dependent variable "concavity of the value
function" ( in the TCN notation), for which they examined two di¤erent specications.
In addition to a range of exogenous demographic control variables, they include as
endogenous regressor(s) either just household income, or both relative income and mean
income within the community. These two relationships are estimated by TSLS employing
two external instrumental variables: rainfall and the dummy variable household heads
ability to work. Hence, in one equation the degree of over-identication is one, and in
the other it is zero. Although TCN use two variants of tests to verify the signicance
of the endogeneity of the income variables, no test of over-identication restrictions has
been employed.
With respect to the validity of the two external instruments they just state that
these are: "... unlikely to be correlated with preferences, as instrumental variables for
income". This, however, is a most confusing remark, originating in the fact that TCN
wrongly use the word correlation for equation coe¢cient (see also the caption of their
Table 4). A relevant instrument should be (preferably substantially) correlated with
the endogenous regressors, and will therefore (assuming the endogenous regressor has
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nonzero coe¢cient) also be correlated with the dependent variable. However, to be a
valid instrument, it should be correctly excluded from the structural equation for the
dependent variable and thus have coe¢cient zero in this equation. Therefore, its impact
on the dependent variable should be solely indirect, via the endogenous regressor. Cor-
rect exclusion seems perhaps self-evident for rainfall, but is much less straight-forward
regarding the dummy instrument (ability to work), because ones preferences regarding
risk taking may certainly be structurally a¤ected in case of permanent disability. In
their footnote 8 TCN remark that they "... tested several instrumental variables ...".
However, here they refer to F -tests in (reduced form) rst-stage regressions, so testing
the relevance (strength or weakness) of the instruments, but not their validity.
Let us now turn to the empirical ndings obtained from the sample of 181 obser-
vations. Presupposing validity of the instruments and adequacy of the two specied
equations, as TCN persistently do, the tests on endogeneity of the income variables
reject consistency of the OLS results. TCN assume that the endogeneity is due to
reciprocal causality. Given our ndings in Section 2 this would imply the endogene-
ity correlations to be positive, unless 01 > 1: In fact, for the equation with just one
endogenous regressor the estimated correlation of the endogeneity is -0.52. Of course,
apart from their substantial standard errors, these correlation estimates will only be
consistent if the instruments are valid indeed.
Figure 6.2.1 KLS and (robust) TSLS inference for the model with K1 = 1
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TCN apply TSLS (see their Table 5) and nd for the model with one endogenous
regressor (K1 = 1) for the coe¢cient of income 0.010 (standard error 0.006). Using their
data set we nd that the Sargan test for the overidentication restriction has p-value
0.79, whereas testing the joint strength of the instruments yields F -value 5.96, so on
basis of these usual diagnostics the instruments seem valid (implicitly supposing that
one instrument is valid anyhow) but seriously weak.
Figure 6.2.1 presents KLS results for the relationship with K1 = 1. The top-left
panel (for the three curves KLS is dened for r1 in absolute value smaller than 0.92,
0.94 and 0.92 respectively) shows that especially the "rainfall" dummy instrument has
low p-values for 1 >  0:2 and the joint exclusion of the two instruments nds certainly
no support for positive 1: Observing the peaks of the three p-value curves, it will not
surprise that the TSLS based estimators for 1 obtained when just using the instrument
"rainfall" is  0:55; when just using the instrument "head unable to work" it is  0:42;
and when using both instruments it is  0:52: Although the endogenous regressor has an
estimated kurtosis of 31.7 this high value has little e¤ect on the results in Figure 6.2.1.
Substituting (incorrectly) x = 3 in the variance formula was again found to have just
minor e¤ects.
The other panels (dened for jr1j  0:95) produce (asymptotic) 95% condence
intervals for the endogenous regressor Income, and for the exogenous regressors Gender
and Education. Next to KLS and standard TSLS intervals they also present the weak-
instrument robust intervals constructed by Guggenberger, Kleibergen and Mavroeidis
(2019). From the KLS ndings on Income we may conclude that its e¤ect is positive
provided 1 <  0:2: And, assuming that 1 >  0:6; one can also conclude that the
Income coe¢cient value does not exceed 0:02: For this coe¢cient, the robust and thus
much more trustworthy interval than the standard one highlights that weak-instrument
robust TSLS inference is actually not very e¢cient in comparison to KLS. For the
coe¢cients of exogenous regressors this di¤erence in width of the condence intervals is
less spectacular.
For the model with two endogenous regressors we nd that the correlation estimates
of the endogeneity of relative and mean income are -0.16 and -0.18 respectively. Figure
6.2.2 presents 2D contour plots of p-values for four di¤erent KLS-based tests over all fea-
sible postulated values (r1; r2) for (1; 2). Its North-West panel shows that for moderate
absolute values of both endogeneity correlations the joint validity of the two instruments
has to be rejected. From the North-East and South-West panels we see that it is again
the "head unable to work" instrument which is to blame for this. Therefore, producing
further TSLS inference on the coe¢cients of this relationship seems in vain. Assuming
validity of both instruments, TCN and Guggenberger et al conclude that the coe¢cient
of relative income is insignicant, whereas that of mean income is or is close to sig-
nicantly positive. Not using any external instruments, the South-East panel of Figure
6.2.2 presents the p-values (all larger than 0.9) for a KLS-based one-sided t-test. This
shows that the hypothesis of a zero coe¢cient for mean income should not be rejected
in favor of a positive value, irrespective of the values of the endogeneity correlations.
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Figure 6.2.2 KLS inference for the model with K1 = 2 ( = 3)
6.3. Demand at the Fulton sh market
To illustrate our procedures when applied to time-series observations, we focus on some
studies that examined the market for whiting based on 111 consecutive trading days at
the Fulton sh market. These data originate from Graddy (1995). Angrist, Graddy and
Imbens (2000) produce in one of the columns of their Table 4 just-identied TSLS results
for a base-line static linear in logs demand equation. These TSLS results represent
the preferred specication in Graddy (2006, Table 4, column 2) and in Graddy and
Kennedy (2006, Table 2, column 2). The latter study argues that supply is not just
determined by the previous nights catch, but also by inventory changes, so that at
this market quantity traded and its price are simultaneously determined indeed. Using
this sh market example, Imbens (2014) provides a thorough explanation to convince
especially statisticians that endogeneity of explanatory variables is often a reality in
observational studies, despite the confusing fact that simultaneous equations cannot
directly be simulated on a computer, without generating endogenous variables by their
reduced form equations, or possibly (in case of the sh market) by integrating all relevant
aspects of each individual transaction during the day.
In the static demand equation examined in the just mentioned studies the regressand
is logQ (quantity) and we expect endogenous regressor logP (price) to be positively
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correlated with the error term. In line with that OLS yields a larger (less negative)
price coe¢cient estimate than IV. This equation also includes day of the week dummies
and two variables "cold" and "rainy", characterizing the weather on shore. It is just-
identied, because weather variable at sea "stormy" is supposed to be a determinant of
supply, but not of demand.
Figure 6.3.1 KLS inference for the static demand equation
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Further calculations reveal the following about the static specication. It yields
^ = 0:34; and for 0:18    0:48 the exclusion restriction test has a p-value exceeding
0.5, as can be seen from the left panel of Figure 6.3.1. So, for moderately positive values
of ; the application of IV nds support. However, the rst-stage F test for the external
instrument is 5.85, so it is pretty weak. Therefore, we expect the IV estimate of the price
elasticity of demand to be biased in the direction of OLS, which would imply that the true
value might be closer to -2 than to the obtained -1.22. However, KLS inference, which
is not plagued by weak instrument problems and nite sample inaccuracies, indicates
that the elasticity seems between -0.2 and -1.7, provided this static specication of the
demand equation is appropriate and 0  1  0:4:
None of the studies presenting the investigated specication report any checks on
its adequacy, apparently bedazzled by the ostensible correct signs of the coe¢cients
despite their substantial standard errors. However, a test for 1-st order serial correlation
produces a p-value of 0.00. This nding disqualies all substantive inferences regarding
this statistic specication.
Hendry and Nielsen (2006) analyze the same Fulton sh market data, adhering to a
methodology which aims to fully respect the temporal-dependence in the observed vari-
ables. First they nd single descriptive "congruent" time-series models for both logQt
and logPt; and next they combine these in a VAR (vector autoregressive) model of or-
der 1, which also includes two weather dummy variables, namely the earlier "stormy"
and another called "mixed" (also used in further investigations by Angrist et al, 2000),
together with a dummy "hol" which is unity at three particular dates close to holidays.
This VAR specication passes an extensive mis-specication analysis. Next, using de-
composition methods to the joint log-likelihood, these initial descriptive exercises inspire
to formulate dynamic structural simultaneous equations for supply and demand. For the
over-identied demand equation their maximum likelihood estimates are almost similar
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to the corresponding single equation TSLS estimates (see their Tables 15.5 and 15.9)
logQt = 8:52  2:19 logPt + 1:83 logPt 1   1:89holt: (6.1)
(0.07) (0.59) (0.47) (0.36)
Here "stormy" and "mixed" are used as external instruments. The Sargan test for the
single over-identication restriction has p-value 0.60, and a test for 1st order serial cor-
relation has p-value 0.71. The joint rst stage F statistic of the two external instruments
is 9.45, so although not strong, they are not very seriously weak either.
Figure 6.3.2 KLS inference for over-identied dynamic specication (6.1)
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Application of KLS yields the following. The left-hand panel of Figure 6.3.2 supports
the validity assumption regarding both instruments, assuming 1 > 0 (the ^1 estimates
are 0.28, -0.31 and 0.24 for using stormy, mixed or both respectively as instruments). The
right-hand panel produces (as we saw before) for moderate r1 values narrower condence
bands for the coe¢cient of the endogenous regressor (logPt); but not as dramatically as
for cases where instruments are really weak.
This dynamic specication of demand implies a price elasticity which reacts immedi-
ately very strongly to price changes, but with a huge correction to that the next trading
day. So, the long-run elasticity (which is attained already after one period) has TSLS es-
timate of only -0.36. By reformulating the model we can easily obtain its TSLS standard
error, giving
logQt = 8:52  2:19 logPt   0:36 logPt 1   1:89holt: (6.2)
(0.07) (0.59) (0.21) (0.36)
So, the elasticity seems much smaller in absolute value than inferred before, and it
does not even seem signicantly negative. Figure 6.3.3 presents KLS inference on the
coe¢cients of the predetermined regressors logPt 1 and holt: Note that the KLS results
imply a signicantly negative long-run demand elasticity provided 1 > 0:3:
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Figure 6.3.3 Further KLS inference regarding over-identied specication (6.2)
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However, all the above inferences on the demand for whiting seem rash, because a
TSLS-based Chow breakpoint test half-way the sample applied to model (6.2) yields a
p-value of 0.00!
7. Conclusion
Since the 1950s TSLS estimation has been the prominent workhorse in empirical econo-
metrics for causal analysis of single linear relationships involving endogenous regressors.
It is based on assuming uncorrelatedness between the error terms of the model and at
least as many variables, not occurring in the model equation and therefore called ex-
ternal instruments, as there are endogenous explanatory variables in the model. The
latter are or seem correlated with the error term for some reason or another. If there are
K1 > 0 endogenous regressors in the model, then, assuming that a subset of L2  K1 of
the instruments is valid (uncorrelated with the errors indeed), the validity of any further
candidate instruments can be tested by including them as (non-endogenous) regressor
into the model, applying TSLS, and testing whether their exclusion seems statistically
acceptable. Thus, for K1 instruments, testing their validity by TSLS is impossible,
whereas their validity is a necessary requirement for testing the validity of any further
candidate instruments. This is of course a very sad state of a¤airs.
In addition, for several decades it is widely known now, that when instruments are
weak, meaning that when using them to t the endogenous regressors this t is actually
rather poor, this has three serious consequences, namely: (a) the TSLS estimators are
seriously biased, even in large samples; (b) their variance will be large; (c) moreover,
the usual estimate of their variance is much too optimistic.
Only for the last mentioned problem the so-called weak-instrument asymptotic ap-
proaches have provided a cure. So, when instruments are weak, weak-instrument robust
TSLS inference still su¤ers from bias and large variance, and often faces hard to refute
criticism due to the untested proviso that all instruments are valid. Hence, a fundamen-
tally di¤erent approach, based on out of the box thinking, seems to be called for.
To explain the variation in the dependent variable, TSLS uses just the variation in
the regressors which can be expressed in terms of the available candidate instruments, in
an attempt to get rid of the variation in the regressors which is correlated with the error
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term. Of course, this does not establish all variation in the regressors that is uncorrelated
with the errors when the instruments are weak, and it completely falls through if some
instruments are invalid (correlated with the disturbances themselves).
On the other hand, the KLS technique, further developed in the present study, does
not need any instruments, because it aims to decompose the variation in the regressors
directly into two components, one uncorrelated with the errors and the other propor-
tional to the errors. The latter, not the former, causes all the trouble due to endogeneity
of regressors, so there the focus should be. A consistent assessment of the component of
the regressors that is infected by the error term is used to correct the inconsistent OLS
estimator. This is only possible by making the far-fetched assumption that the investi-
gator knows the degree of endogeneity of all regressors. Although this may be the case
for some obviously predetermined or exogenous regressors, where it is zero, usually this
is not the case for all explanatories. However, by varying the numerical assumptions
regarding endogeneity over intervals thought reasonable, it is nevertheless possible to
generate inference that is not su¤ering from the problems faced by TSLS: there is no
need to use instruments, so their validity and strength are not an issue.
KLS estimators prove to be virtually unbiased in cross-section samples, and their
nite sample bias in dynamic models seems primarily due just to presence of any prede-
termined regressors, whereas their variance estimates and the speed of their convergence
towards normality are such that inference can claim high levels of accuracy. So, the
historical overview by Epstein (1989), which preceded the weak-instrument era and is
titled "The fall of OLS in structural estimation", may soon be followed up by a new
gospel: The resurrection of Least-Squares in structural estimation. Afterall, KLS is a
bias-corrected least-squares estimator, with the pecularity that the least-squares-based
estimate of the bias (inconsistency) is of the same stochastic order as the least-squares
coe¢cient estimator. Therefore, the KLS estimator has a di¤erent asymptotic variance
than the uncorrected estimator, unlike estimators corrected for an O(n 1) bias.
It is striking how little attention users of the TSLS technique have mostly given to the
degree of endogeneity of the regressors in their models. When testing the signicance
of endogeneity of regressors usually two-sided test statistics are being used, because
interest has always just been on absence or presence of endogenous regressors. From
the illustrations in this paper it is clear that the authors of some of the articles that
we used for replication studies should have concluded from their estimates of xu; or
from the sign of the di¤erence between TSLS and OLS estimates, that their empirical
ndings refute the theories and assumptions that they had started with. If they had
only noticed these incompatibilities, they should have felt a need to reformulate their
assumptions, theories or specications. Moreover, although the asymptotic distribution
of TSLS is invariant regarding xu; its nite sample distribution is certainly not. So,
the focus on xu; which is at the heart of KLS, should also inspire users of TSLS to pay
more attention to it.
As in Andrews, Stock and Sun (2019), who urge that weak instrument robust meth-
ods should be robustied regarding heteroskedasticity as well, likewise the instrument-
free procedures presented here, which at present still presuppose homoskedasticity, should
be robustied regarding heteroskedasticity; we are working on that. We do not suppose
that a robustication with respect to serial correlation is called for too, because any pre-
determined regressors in an econometric time-series model would become endogenous
under general forms of serial correlation. Suggesting reasonable intervals for their endo-
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geneity coe¢cients would require knowledge which usually does not seem to be available.
Hence, KLS should preferably be applied to models which are so complete that serial
correlation has been avoided. Of course, though, serial correlation tests and also more
general omitted variables tests, including coe¢cient constancy tests, should as a rule
be employed to investigate and eventually overcome specication problems. All empir-
ical applications that we considered were found to su¤er from specication problems;
Young (2019) too concludes that their occurrence seems ubiquitous in current practice.
Presently, KLS has the potential to overcome only those specication problems which
may render included regressors endogenous, while leaving the error terms i.i.d.
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Appendices
A. KLS asymptotic variance in the simple model
To nd an asymptotic approximation to the distribution of ^KLS(xu) of (3.11) we con-
sider n1=2[^KLS(xu)  ]: Using (3.7) we obtain
n1=2[^KLS(xu)  ] = n
1=2[n 1xiui=n
 1x2i   xu^u(xu)=^x]
= ^ 2x n
1=2[n 1xiui   xu^x^u(xu)]: (A.1)
To nd its limiting distribution, we rst have to derive the limiting distribution of
n1=2[n 1xiui xu^x^u(xu)]: This is just determined by its largest components. These
are Op(1); which expresses that they have a nite distribution. We may remove all
smaller contributions, which are op(1): We proceed as follows.
Because
n 1xiui = xu + (n
 1xiui   xu); (A.2)
where n 1xiui   xu has expectation zero and variance n
 2V ar(xiui) = O(n
 1); we
nd n 1xiui   xu = Op(n
 1=2); whereas xu = O(1): Similarly
^2x = n
 1x2i = 
2
x + (n
 1x2i   
2
x) (A.3)
with n 1x2i   
2
x = Op(n
 1=2): This yields the expansion
^x = (n
 1x2i )
1=2 = x + 2
 1 1x (n
 1x2i   
2
x) + op(n
 1=2); (A.4)
which is easily veried by squaring both sides. Moreover,
^ 2x = (n
 1x2i )
 1 =  2x   
 4
x (n
 1x2i   
2
x) + op(n
 1=2): (A.5)
Its validity can be checked by multiplying by the decomposition (A.3) of ^2x. Using (A.2)
and (A.5) we nd for (3.10)
^2u(xu) = (1  
2
xu)
 1n 1u^2i
= (1  2xu)
 1[n 1u2i   (n
 1xiui)
2=n 1x2i ]
= (1  2xu)
 1(n 1u2i   
2
u) + (1  
2
xu)
 12u   (1  
2
xu)
 1
 [2xu + 2xu(n
 1xiui   xu)][
 2
x   
 4
x (n
 1x2i   
2
x)] + op(n
 1=2)
= 2u + (1  
2
xu)
 1[(n 1u2i   
2
u)  2xuu
 1
x (n
 1xiui   xu)
+ 2xu
2
u
 2
x (n
 1x2i   
2
x)] + op(n
 1=2):
This yields
^u(xu) = u + 0:5(1  
2
xu)
 1[ 1u (n
 1u2i   
2
u)  2xu
 1
x (n
 1xiui   xu)
+ 2xuu
 2
x (n
 1x2i   
2
x)] + op(n
 1=2): (A.6)
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Now we can establish from the factor in square brackets of (A.1) its leading Op(n
 1=2)
terms, since
n 1xiui   xu^u(xu)^x
= (n 1xiui   xu)  0:5xuu
 1
x (n
 1x2i   
2
x)
  0:5(1  2xu)
 1xux[
 1
u (n
 1u2i   
2
u)  2xu
 1
x (n
 1xiui   xu)
+ 2xuu
 2
x (n
 1x2i   
2
x)] + op(n
 1=2)
=  0:5xu(1  
2
xu)
 1[ 1u x(n
 1u2i   
2
u) + u
 1
x (n
 1x2i   
2
x)]
+ (1  2xu)
 1(n 1xiui   xu) + op(n
 1=2):
Substituting xi = i + xu
 1
u xui; this yields
n1=2[n 1xiui   xu^u(xu)^x] = 0:5xux
 1
u n
1=2(n 1u2i   
2
u) + n
1=2(n 1iui)
  0:5xu(1  
2
xu)
 1u
 1
x n
1=2(n 12i   
2
 )
+ op(1): (A.7)
Its three leading terms establish a rescaled sample average of zero mean random elements,
to which a central limit theorem applies yielding its limiting normal distribution.
To obtain the variance of this limiting distribution we have to derive the variance of
the sum of these three leading terms. To nd this we use that for i = 1; :::; n
V ar(u2i   
2
u) = (u   1)
4
u; V ar(iui) = 
2

2
u; V ar(
2
i   
2
 ) = (   1)
4
 ;
upon denoting E(u4i ) = u
4
u; E(
4
i ) = 
4
 and E(x
4
i ) = x
4
x: We also use that
for w1i = u
2
i   
2
u; w2i = iui and w3i = 
2
i   
2
 ; we have, for j 6= k = 1; 2; 3 and
i 6= t = 1; :::; n; that
E(wjiwki) = 0; E(wjiwjt) = 0 and E(wjiwkt) = 0;
because, for instance, E[(u2i   
2
u)iui] = E(u
3
i i) = E[E(u
3
i i j ui)] = E[u
3
iE(i j ui)] =
E(0) = 0; and, taking i > t; E[(u2i   
2
u)(u
2
t   
2
u)] = EfE[(u
2
i   
2
u)(u
2
t   
2
u) j ut]g =
Ef(u2t   
2
u)E[(u
2
i   
2
u) j ut]g = 0: Similar zero covariances are found for all further
cross-terms.
So, we nd for the variance of the sum of the three Op(1) terms of (A.7)
0:252xu
2
x
 2
u (u   1)
4
u + 
2

2
u + 0:25
2
xu(1  
2
xu)
 22u
 2
x (   1)
4

= 2u[1 + 
2
xu( + u   6)=4]
2
x: (A.8)
Respecting (A.1) this has to be multiplied by the square of plim ^2x in order to obtain
the KLS limiting variance, giving
n1=2[^KLS(xu)  ]
d
! Nf0; [1 + 2xu( + u   6)=4]
2
u=
2
xg: (A.9)
Since
E(x4i ) = E(
4
i + 4
3
i ui + 6
22i u
2
i + 4
3iu
3
i + 
4u4i )
= [(1  
2
xu)
2 + 62xu(1  
2
xu) + 
4
xuu]
4
x = x
4
x
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we nd
 = [x   6
2
xu(1  
2
xu)  
4
xuu]=(1  
2
xu)
2; (A.10)
so we can express (A.9) equivalently as
n1=2[^KLS(xu)  ]! N

0;
4 + (u + x   14)
2
xu   2(u   5)
4
xu
4(1  2xu)
2
2u
2x

; (A.11)
which avoids using the kurtosis of the latent variable i:
For  = u = 3; implying x = 3; which covers the case that (xi ui)
0 is multivariate
normal, this result specializes to that of Theorem 4.1 in Kiviet (2013, p.S44), also given
as formula (2.11) in Kiviet (2016, p.194)3 and as Corollary 1.2 in Kiviet (2019). These
earlier results, however, had been derived just for i.i.d. cross-section observations. The
derivation above shows that it is also valid for dependent data. Moreover, the results
in this study indicate how the limiting variance of KLS changes for data with excess
kurtosis.
B. Some auxiliary results
We prove here, all the time invoking a standard version of the central limit theorem, that
the results (A.1) through (A.7) of Kiviet (2019) still hold under possible time dependence
of the regressors.
The assumptions on u2i did not change, so we still have
n1=2(u0u=n  2u) = n
 1=2ni=1(u
2
i   
2
u)
d
! N [0; (u   1)
4
u]; (B.1)
because V ar(u2i   
2
u) = E(u
4
i )  
4
u = (u   1)
4
u: So, u
0u=n  2u = Op(n
 1=2):
That we still have
n1=2(X 0u=n  xu) = n
 1=2ni=1(xiui   xu)
d
! N [0; 2uxx + (u   2)xu
0
xu]; (B.2)
giving X 0u=n   xu = Op(n
 1=2); is again found by decomposing xi into xi = i +
xu
 2
u ui; where E(ui j i) = 0 and E(u
2
i j i) = 
2
u: Of course, E(i) = 0 and E(iui) =
0; so E(xiui) = xu indeed. Since xx = V ar(i) + 
 2
u xu
0
xu; result (B.2) follows
from V ar(xiui   xu) = E(u
2
ixix
0
i)   xu
0
xu = E(u
2
i i
0
i) + xu
0
xu
 4
u E(u
4
i )   xu
0
xu =
2uV ar(i) + (u   1)xu
0
xu = 
2
uxx + (u   2)xu
0
xu; whereas under the adopted time
dependence for t < i we still have E[(xiui  xu)(xtut  xu)
0] = E(uiutxix
0
t)  xu
0
xu =
E(uiuti
0
t) + 
 4
u E(u
2
iu
2
t )xu
0
xu   xu
0
xu = EE(uiuti
0
t j ut; t) = 0:
For j; k = 1; :::; K we have
n1=2(X 0X=n  xx)j;k = n
 1=2ni=1(xijxik   jk)
d
! N [0; 2j
2
k + (x   2)
2
jk]: (B.3)
This is proved by decomposing xik = axij + ij; where E(ij j xij) = 0 and E(
2
ij j
xij) = 
2
j
; thus ij has zero mean and unconditional variance 
2
j
: Because E(x2ik) =
2k = a
22j + 
2
j
and E(xikxij) = kj = a
2
j we have a = kj
 2
j and 
2
j
= 2k   
2
kj
 2
j :
Now we obtain E(x2ijx
2
ik) = E[x
2
ij(a
2x2ij + 2axijij + 
2
ij)] = x
2
jk + 
2
j (
2
k   
2
kj
 2
j ) =
3In the derivations leading to this result there are two awkward typos in the result just above formula
(2.7). This should read: V ar( 2
x
!x"   x"
 4
x
!xx) = n
 1[1 + (x + "   7)
2
x"
  2("   3)
4
x"
]2
"
 2
x
:
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2j
2
k+(x 1)
2
jk; thus V ar(xijxik jk) = 
2
j
2
k+(x 2)
2
jk; from which (B.3) follows,
because E[(xijxik   jk)(xtjxtk   jk)] = 0 for i 6= t: So, n
 1X 0X   xx = Op(n
 1=2):
A result involving the Hadamard (element by element) matrix product (denoted )
to be exploited later is
n1=2(S2x   
2
x)xu
d
! N [0; (x   1)R(xx  xx)R]; (B.4)
where R = diag(1; :::; K): For S
2
x; we have n
1=2(S2x   
2
x)xu = n
 1=2ni=1vi with v
0
i =
((x2i1   
2
1)1; :::; (x
2
iK   
2
K)K)
0. Using the expression for E(x2ijx
2
ik) just derived, we
nd E[(x2ij   
2
j )(x
2
ik   
2
k)] = (x   1)
2
jk and E[(x
2
ij   
2
j )(x
2
tk   
2
k)] = 0 for i 6= t:
Thus E[(x2ij   
2
j )j(x
2
ik   
2
k)k] = (x  1)j
2
jkk is the typical element of the limiting
variance matrix of (B.4).
We also need the mutual covariances of scalar (B.1) and vectors (B.2) and (B.4). We
nd E[(u2i  
2
u)(xiui xu)] = E[(u
2
i  
2
u)(iui+ xu
 2
u u
2
i  xu)] = (u  1)
2
uxu and
E[(u2i   
2
u)(xtut   xu)] = 0 for i 6= t: Hence,
nE[(u0u=n  2u)(X
0u=n  xu)] = (u   1)
2
uxu: (B.5)
Using xij = ij + jj
 1
u ui; from E[(u
2
i   
2
u)(x
2
ij   
2
j )j] = jE[(u
2
i   
2
u)(
2
ij +
2j
 1
u uiij + 
2
j
2
j
 2
u u
2
i )] = (u   1)
2
u
3
j
2
j and E[(u
2
i   
2
u)(x
2
tj   
2
j )j] = 0 for i 6= t;
we nd
nE[(u0u=n  2u)(S
2
x   
2
x)xu] = (u   1)
2
u
2
xR
2xu: (B.6)
And, using V ar(i) = xx   
 2
u xu
0
xu; from
E[(ijui + jj
 1
u u
2
i   jju)(
2
ik + 2kk
 1
u ikui + 
2
k
2
k
 2
u u
2
i   
2
k)k]
= 22kku(xx   
 2
u xu
0
xu)jk + (u   1)jju
3
k
2
k
= 2u
2
kk(xx)jk + (u   3)ujj
3
k
2
k
we obtain
nE[(X 0u=n  xu)
0
xu(S
2
x   
2
x)] = 2uxxxR
2 + (u   3)uxxu
0
xu
2
xR
2: (B.7)
C. Proof of the KLS Theorem
To nd the limiting distribution of the inconsistency corrected OLS estimator ^KLS(xu) =
^OLS   n  ^u(xu)(X
0X) 1Sxxu we have to examine
n1=2[^KLS(xu)  ] = (n
 1X 0X) 1[n 1=2X 0u  n1=2^u(xu)Sxxu]: (C.1)
In Appendix B of Kiviet (2019) it is shown that the factor in square brackets can be
rewritten as
n 1=2X 0u  n1=2^u(xu)Sxxu
= n1=2[(I +  1xxu
0
xux
 1
xx )(n
 1X 0u  xu)
  0:5u(I + 
 1xxu
0
xux
 1
xx )
 1
x (S
2
x   
2
x)xu
  0:5 1u 
 1xxu(n
 1u0u  2u)] + op(1); (C.2)
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where  = 1 0xux
 1
xxxxu > 0: Its three terms with nite distributions are all sample
averages of zero-mean random vectors, so a central limit theorem applies warranting its
limiting normal distribution. Denoting its limiting variance matrix as 2u we have
n1=2[^KLS(xu)  ]
d
! N (0; 2u
 1
xx
 1
xx ): (C.3)
Employing the asymptotic variances and covariances derived in Appendix B, and making
use of the fact that diagonal matrices commute, we nd for  the expression
(I +  1xxu
0
xux
 1
xx )[xx + (u   2)xxu
0
xux](I + 
 1 1xxxxu
0
xux)
+ 0:25(x   1)(I + 
 1xxu
0
xux
 1
xx )
 1
x R(xx  xx)R
 1
x (I + 
 1 1xxxxu
0
xux)
+ 0:25(u   1)
 2xxu
0
xux
  (I +  1xxu
0
xux
 1
xx )xxR
2(I +  1 1xxxxu
0
xux)
  0:5(u   3)(I + 
 1xxu
0
xux
 1
xx )xxu
0
xuxR
2(I +  1 1xxxxu
0
xux)
  (I +  1xxu
0
xux
 1
xx )R
2xx(I + 
 1 1xxxxu
0
xux)
  0:5(u   3)(I + 
 1xxu
0
xux
 1
xx )R
2xxu
0
xux(I + 
 1 1xxxxu
0
xux)
  0:5 1(u   1)(I + 
 1xxu
0
xux
 1
xx )xxu
0
xux
  0:5 1(u   1)xxu
0
xux(I + 
 1 1xxxxu
0
xux)
+ 0:25(u   1)
 1(I +  1xxu
0
xux
 1
xx )R
2xxu
0
xux
+ 0:25(u   1)
 1xxu
0
xuxR
2(I +  1 1xxxxu
0
xux):
To simplify this we denote  = xxu
0
xux and use 
 1
xx = (1  ); and nd
 = xx + 
 1 + (u   1)
 2
+ 0:25(x   1)(I + 
 1 1xx )
 1
x R(xx  xx)R
 1
x (I + 
 1 1xx)
+ 0:25(u   1)
 2
  (I +  1 1xx )xxR
2(I +  1 1xx)
  0:5(u   3)(I + 
 1 1xx )R
2(I +  1 1xx)
  (I +  1 1xx )R
2xx(I + 
 1 1xx)
  0:5(u   3)(I + 
 1 1xx )R
2(I +  1 1xx)
  0:5 1(u   1)(I + 
 1 1xx )
  0:5 1(u   1)(I + 
 1 1xx)
+ 0:25(u   1)
 1(I +  1 1xx )R
2
+ 0:25(u   1)
 1R2(I +  1 1xx):
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Making use of (I +  1 1xx ) = 
 1 this gives
 = xx + 
 1 + 1:25(u   1)
 2
+ 0:25(x   1)(I + 
 1 1xx )
 1
x R(xx  xx)R
 1
x (I + 
 1 1xx)
  (I +  1 1xx )xxR
2(I +  1 1xx)
  0:5(u   3)
 1R2(I +  1 1xx)
  (I +  1 1xx )R
2xx(I + 
 1 1xx)
  0:5(u   3)
 1(I +  1 1xx )R
2
   2(u   1)
+ 0:25(u   1)
 1(I +  1 1xx )R
2
+ 0:25(u   1)
 1R2(I +  1 1xx):
= xx + 
 1 + 0:25(u   1)
 2
+ 0:25(x   1)(I + 
 1 1xx )
 1
x R(xx  xx)R
 1
x (I + 
 1 1xx)
  xxR
2    1R2    1xxR
2 1xx  
 2R2 1xx
  0:5(u   3)
 1R2   0:5(u   3)
 2R2 1xx
 R2xx   
 1 1xxR
2xx   
 1R2   2 1xxR
2
  0:5(u   3)
 1R2  0:5(u   3)
 2 1xxR
2
+ 0:25(u   1)
 1R2 + 0:25(u   1)
 2R2 1xx
+ 0:25(u   1)
 1R2 + 0:25(u   1)
 2 1xxR
2;
= xx + 
 1 + 0:25(u   1)
 2
  xxR
2  R2xx
   1R2  0:5(u   3)
 1R2 + 0:25(u   1)
 1R2
   1R2   0:5(u   3)
 1R2 + 0:25(u   1)
 1R2
   1xxR
2 1xx  
 1 1xxR
2xx
   2R2 1xx  0:5(u   3)
 2R2 1xx + 0:25(u   1)
 2R2 1xx
   2 1xxR
2  0:5(u   3)
 2 1xxR
2 + 0:25(u   1)
 2 1xxR
2
+ 0:25(x   1)(I + 
 1 1xx )
 1
x R(xx  xx)R
 1
x (I + 
 1 1xx);
= xx + 
 1[1 + 0:25(u   1)
 1]
  xxR
2  R2xx   0:25(u   1)
 1(R2 + R2)
   1xxR
2 1xx  
 1 1xxR
2xx
  0:25(u   1)
 2(R2 1xx + 
 1
xxR
2)
+ 0:25(x   1)(I + 
 1 1xx )
 1
x R(xx  xx)R
 1
x (I + 
 1 1xx):
Further simplication, and employing
R2 1xx = xxu
0
xuxR
2 1xxxxu
0
xux
= (0xuxR
2 1xxxxu)xxu
0
xux
= (0xuRx
 1
xxxRxu) = 
 1
xxR
2;
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yields
 = xx   (xxR
2 +R2xx)
+ [1 + 0:25(u   1)
 1(1  20xuRx
 1
xxxRxu)]
 1
  0:25(u   1)
 1(R2 + R2)
   1(xxR
2 1xx + 
 1
xxR
2xx)
+ 0:25(x   1)(I + 
 1 1xx )
 1
x R(xx  xx)R
 1
x (I + 
 1 1xx):
D. KLS variance estimation in the model with K1 = 1
When the rst column of X contains the one and only endogenous regressor, whereas
its correlation with the disturbance is 1; then, using e1 to denote a K 1 vector with a
unit element in the rst position and all others equal to zero, we have R = 1e1e
0
1;  =
e1e
0
1
2
1
2
1;  = 1  
2
11 and 1 = 
2
1e
0
1
 1
xx e1: Using these when evaluating e
0
1
 1
xx
 1
xx e1
one nds this to be proportional to 1=21 with factor
(1  21)1   2
 141
2
1 + 
 121
2
1   0:5(u   1)
 141
2
1
  0:25(u   1)
 2(1  2411)
2
1
2
1 + 0:25(x   1)
2
1(1 + 
 121
2
1)
2;
and this is found to be proportional to 1=(4
2) with factor
 2 + 221 + (6  
2
1) + u(1  )(1  2
2
1) + x1( + 1):
Hence,
e01
 1
xx
 1
xx e1 =
1[4  8
2
1   61
2
1 + 10
4
1
2
1 + u(
2
11   2
4
1
2
1) + x
2
11]
4221
;
from which result (4.3) follows.
E. On the power of the KLS instrument validity test
We focus on the situation sketched at the end of Section 4 for the case K1 = K3 = 1 and
K2 = 0: The latter assumption is not restrictive because we may assume that further
relevant predetermined regressors have been partialled out. From the general formula
for ^KLS(xu) we nd that in this special augmented regression we have
^3;KLS(1) = ^3;OLS   ( 0 1 )^u(1)

s11 s13
s31 s33
 1
s1 0
0 s3

1
0

= ^3;OLS   ^u(1)s11[ s13=(s11s33   s
2
13)]:
We will derive the probability limits of ^3;KLS(1) and of ^3;KLS(^1); where ^1 results
from IV estimation. Consider rst
^3;OLS + ^u(^1)(n
 1x01x1)
1=2^1fn
 1x01x3=[(n
 1x01x1)(n
 1x03x3)  (n
 1x01x3)
2]g:
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UsingM1 = I x1(x
0
1x1)
 1x01; M1;3 =M1 M1x3(x
0
3M1x3)
 1x03M1 and denotingE(xi3ui) =
33u; E(xi1xi3) = 1313; we nd, assuming 13 6= 0 (variable x3 is a relevant instru-
ment for x1):
^3;OLS = (x
0
3M1x3)
 1x03M1y = (x
0
3M1x3)
 1x03M1(x11 + u)
= (n 1x03M1x3)
 1n 1x03M1u!
3   131
1  213
u
3
;
u^IV = y   x1^IV = y   (x
0
3y=x
0
3x1)x1 = u  (x
0
3u=x
0
3x1)x1 ! u 
u
1
3
13
x1;
n 1u^0IV u^IV = n
 1u0u  2
u
1
3
13
n 1u0x1 +
2u
21
23
213
n 1x01x1
! 2u
 2
13 (
2
13   21313 + 
2
3);
n 1x01u^IV = n
 1x01u 
u
1
3
13
n 1x01x1 ! u1(1   3=13);
^1 = (n
 1x01u^IV )=[(n
 1x01x1)(n
 1u^0IV u^IV )]
1=2
! (113   3)[
2
13   21313 + 
2
3]
 1=2;
n 1x01M3x1 ! 
2
1(1  
2
13);
n 1y0M1;3y ! 
2
u[1  
2
1   (3   113)
2=(1  213)];
^2u(^1) = (n
 1y0M1;3y)=[1  ^
2
1(n
 1x01x1)=(n
 1x01M3x1)
 1]
! 2u(1  213=13 + 
2
3=
2
13):
Hence, because ^u(^1)^1 ! u(1   3=13) and
n 1x01x3=[(n
 1x01x1)(n
 1x03x3)  (n
 1x01x3)
2]!
1
13
13
1  213
;
we obtain
^3;KLS(^1)!
u
3

3   131
1  213
+ (1   3=13)
13
1  213

= 0;
irrespective of the actual value of 3: Whereas, because ^
2
u(1)! 
2
u;
^3;KLS(1)!
u
3

3   131
1  213
+
113
1  213

=
u
3
3
1  213
;
which is zero just when 3 = 0; which makes x3 a valid instrument. Note that 13 close
to zero (x3 a weak instrument for x1) does not upset these results.
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